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AUTUNNO INVERNO 23-24 

 
 
An invitation to discover a unique collection full of surprises, which combines Golden 
Age inspiration, candy tones and contemporary design.  
 
Simonetta's Autumn-Winter 23-24 collection transports us into an atmosphere with a 
retro flavour, marrying the elegance of the brand with a modern twist. The garments 
presented are both romantic and contemporary at the same time, with a strong focus 
on glamour and original details. Aesthetics and quality, colours and materials are all 
elements that blend harmoniously, making way for an innovative spirit. The 
inspirational Liberty print accompanies us in a season characterised by style.  
 
 
CANDY DREAM 
 
The most sophisticated wardrobe plays with colours in pastel shades: pink, light blue 
and latte become the protagonists of this chapter, bestowing a sense of sweet charm 
upon the garments. Shearling adds a luxurious texture to the outerwear, enriched by 
sophisticated elements such as the tulip collar and frill details, which feature 
throughout the collection. New structured fabrics blend with the delicacy of organza 
and crepe-de-chine for dresses with unique and surprising shapes. The asymmetry of 
various cuts is combined with exclusive rhinestone detailing, providing elegance with 
new verve.  
 
In the knitwear offering, the colours tend to be saturated and the volumes open up 
to reveal fashion-forward cropped silhouettes, with pieces characterised by ornate 
embellishments on the profiles and wide sleeves. The choice of yarns and stitching is 
fundamental when creating garments that are both soft and warm, such as the fluffy-
look mohair pullovers or the essential cashmere wrap. The outerwear proposal sees 
oversized glossy-look nylon down jackets constitute must-haves, to be combined with 
skinny trousers, shorts and skirts with a gathered waist, for dynamic looks suitable for 
both city and vacation wear.  
 
The Liberty print that sees a stylised flower set in a diamond pattern represents a true 
must-have for the season. With pastel shades that blend with the mustard pattern, this 
print creates a hypnotic effect that calls to mind the unmistakable atmosphere of Wes 
Anderson's Grand Budapest Hotel. Depicted in a maxi version on a jacquard skirt and 
pullover and in a micro version on velour garments, it can be worn as a head-to-toe 
look or in a fun mix&match, both versatile choices, suitable for any occasion. 
 
We find this transversal style once more in the baby offering, where garments inspired 
by the junior line   
retrace the brand’s stylistic codes, for a season that promises to be très chic.  
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BOLD & FEMININE  
 
The audacity of military green meets the vivacity of mustard for outfits sporting an 
energetic attitude, mellowed by Simonetta's typical dainty touch. Here, it is velvet - a 
must-have in any winter wardrobe - that provides structure, but above all character, 
to both the garments and the wearer. The dresses express a new kind of femininity  
 
and are characterised by maxi pockets, collars and button-up fronts. Elements that 
play - in perfect balance - with the ruched profiles and tulip skirts. The proposal, which 
is both edgy and refined, expands into the trousers - from lakers and cargo pants with 
gathered yoke seams, to ‘70s-inspired flares. The uniqueness of the brand, with its 
many characteristics, is echoed in every detail, even in the more urban proposals.  
All the ingredients to express ‘girl power’ with style are accounted for.  
 
 
Bon-ton headbands, shearling and nylon accessories and ankle boots sporting 
contrasting  
details complete the offering for original and casual combinations.  


